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ABSTRACT 

The "measurement problem" of coatwnporwy phyaki is met by Mcogniting 
that the physicist participate* when cowttw&Bg and j»teiJ*ppWiig*hfl theory 
coneiBtliig of the formulated formal and measurement criteria (the expresskuts 
and rales) providing the necessary conditions which allow him to compute and 
measure facts, yet retains objectivity by requiring thai these criteria, rote* and 
facta be in corroborative equilibrium. We construct the particulate state* of 
quantum physics by a recursive program which incorporates Uw non-determinism 
born of communication between asynchronous processes over a shared memory. 
Their quantum numbers and coupling constants arise from the construction via 
the unique 4-lsvel combinatorial hierarchy. The construction defines indivisible 
quantum events with the requisite suprnluminal correlations, yet does not allow 
supralummal communication. Measurement criteria incorporate e,n and mp or 
(not " and"} a. The resulting theory It discrete throughout, contains no Infinities, 
and, as for as we have developed it, is in agreement with quantum mechanical 
and cosmoiagical fact. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report wu prepared ai an account 0/ work sponsored by an agency of tht United States 
Government Neither the United States GomBfflent nor any ajtsey thereof, nor any of their 
employee*, makes any warranty, espreu or Implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeoeu, M usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process dUclMcd, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Rtfer-
esse hereto to any specific commercial product, process, or sento by trade Baffle, trsdeaar*, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply Its endorsement, reown-
mcndaiiao, or favorhig by the United States Oovenuneut or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect thou of the 
United States Govemnwat or any agency tbeteot 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Quantum mechanics has to be adjoined to a "measurement theory" that has 
never been fonnalated in a satisfactory way; it is in the words of Wheeler'1' a law 
without taw. For ns "measurement" is part of any research program in physics; if 
we construct physics as a Tesearch program the "measurement problem" cannot 
be given a aeparate locos. We'3' first formulate what we mean by a participatory 
research program that specifies the criteria and the steps which can allow us to 
conclude that the program is complete. We present this schema in 6g. 1 . The 
implied philosophical position has been discussed by one of ns (CG) elsewhere1'1 

. Although participation is involved in the creation of the program in virtue of 
the meaning-conferring acta of judgment entailed, the end result is objective in 
that, if successful, the program provides the same explanation of meaning Tor any 
participant when applied. 

The technique; we use to show the objectivity is to code the program and 
hence insure that it is computable. The program uses arbitrary numbers, in 
McGoveran's sense, generated by the non-determinism born of communication 
between asynchronous processes over a shared memory. . The basic entities in 
the program are ordered strings of the symbols "0,1" generated either by adding 
one arbitrary bit to each extant string or by discriminating between strings and 
adjoining a novel result to the bit string universe. The act of concatenating each 
extant string with an arbitrary bit ts our representation of a "quantum event", 
changing the entire bit string universe whenever discrimination between extant 
strings Fails to produce demonstrable novelty. Clearly such events are non-local, 
which la currently an experimentally implied requirement for quantum events. 
The problem is rather to show that in the articulation or the theory they do not 
allow supralnminai signalling. 

* D.McGoveran ues "irbitruy* to mean 'not dne to any finite,loeilb/ specifiable algo
rithm*; rince computer hardware is Suite and attempt* to be locally deterministic, he 
would replace Mutiny 1* term *non-delermniUm* by the term "multi-determinism" (pri
vate communication). 
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The means used to connect the bit string universe to the practice of particle 

physics is to assume that 

any e lementary event, under circumstances which it is the task of the ez~ 

perimental physicist to investigate, can lead to the firing of a counter. 

We call this the "counter paradigm". It allows us to connect tho "quantum. 
events" which occur in our computer program with laboratory counter firings in 
such a way as to provide our theory with both predictive power and eorriglbility. 
We identify the three or Four bit strings defining any quantum event as the basis 
states needed to construct a finite particle number relativtBtic (i.e. constrained 
by the "limiting velocity for signals") quantum scattering theory, including the 
conserved quantum numbers encountered in the "standard model" of quarks and 
leptons, and to make a start on computing the scale constants of modern physics. 

^ - C O N S T R U C T I N G A B I T S T R I N G U N I V E R S E 

The basic entities in the theory axe ordered strings of the symbols "0","!" 
[labeled below by a,b,..\ defined by Sa[Nv) = (...,65 )jv„, where &J € 0,1 and 
ne[ l ,2 , . . . ,Afc/ | . The strings combine by "XOR": S" @Sb = {...,b% + j &n,...)tiu 

(for 0,1 bits) or by Sa © Sb = (...,(&£ - &1)2,...)/*, (for 0,1 integers). This 
fruitful ambiguity allows us to refer to cither operation as discrimination. The 

null string is called Djv E= (0,0 D) l V , S t t © Sa = Ojv; the anti-null string Is 

symbolized by In = (1,1, I)jv, allowing us to define the "bar operation" 

Sa{N) = ljy © Sa[N) which interchanges T ' s and "1" 's in a string. 

Wc generate the strings according to the flow chart, fig. 2 . The program is 

initiated by the arbitrary choice or two distinct bits: R := 0 or 1, h = 1 © R. 

Entering at PICK, we take Si := PICK;S2 := PICK; Sit := Si ffi St. If 

Sis = 0 ^ , we recurse to picking S a until we pass this test. We then ask if S n is 

already in the universe. If it is not wc adjoin it, TJ := U U S u . S t / := SU+l, and 

return to PICK. If S i z is already in the universe, we go to our third, and last, 

arbitrary operation called TICK. This simply adjoins a bit (via R), arbitrarily 

chosen for each string, to the growing end of each string, "U := V\\R, N := JV + 1, 
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and returns us to PICK', here "J|" denotes string concatenation. TICK results 

either from a S~event which guarantees that at that Nrj the universe contains 

three strings constrained by S" ffi Sb © Se = Ojv>, or a 4-event constrained by 

5* @ Sb © Sc © S* = 0f/„ That these are the only ways events happen in the bit 

string universe is demonstrated in fig. 3 . 

Given two distinct [linearly independent or U.) non-nu!' .-'.rings a, b, the set 
{a, 6, a ©6} closes under discrimination. Observing that the singleton sets {a}, 
{&} are closed, we sec that two l.i. string generate three discriminaldy closed 
subsets (DCSS'B) . Gives: a third l.i. string c, we can generate {<:}, {t'.c,b $ e}, 
{ e , a , c © a } , and {a,fc,e,affifr,S>©e,e©aTaffi6©c} as well. In fact, given j l.i. 
strings, we can generate V — 1 DCsS's because this is the number of ways we can 
choose j distinct things one, two,... up to j at a time. This allows us to construct 
the combinatorial hierarchy1*' by generating the sequence (2 =*• 2 s - 1 = 3), (3 => 
2 3 - 1 = i) ,(7 => 2 T - 1 = 127), (127 ••=> 2™T - 1 = 1.7 x 10 3 8) mapped by the 
sequence (2 => 2 J = 4), (4 => 4 s := 16), (16 => 16 a = 256), (256 => 256'). 
The process terminates because there are only 256 2 = 65,536 = 6.5536 >: 10 4 

l.i. matrices available to map the fourth level, which are many too few to map 
the 2 m - 1 = 1.7016... x 1 0 M DCsS's of that level. This (unique) hierarchy 
is exhibited in Table I. The closure of the hierarchy allows us to divide the 
strings generated by the program into a finite initial segment (called th label) 
and a growing remainder. The labels close in some representation of the 4-lcve) 
combinatorial hierarchy with exactly 2 1 3 7 + 136 strings of Gxcd length, which are 
then used to label address ensembles, as is discussed in more detail in Ref. 2 and 
elsewhere. 

Each event results in a TICK, which increases the complexity of the universe 
in an irreversible way. Our theory has an ordering parameter (Nu) which is 
conceptually closer to the "time11 in general rclativistic cosmologies than to the 
"reversible" time of special relativity. The arbitrary elements in the algorithm 
that generates events preclude unique "retrodiction", while the finite complexity 
parameters (SU, Nu) prevent a combinatorial explosion in statistical retrodiction. 
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In this sense we have a fixed - though only partially retrodietable - past and 
a necessarily unknown future of finite, but arbitrarily increasing, complexity. 
Only structural characteristics of the system, rather than the bit strings used 
in computer simulations of pieces of our theory, are available for epistemological 
correlations with experience. 

3 . S C A T T E R I N G T H E O R Y 

Now that we have established the formal elements of the theory and the rules 
that allow us to compute formal facts, we must establish measurement criteria. 
This is done by relating the bit strings to the basis states of a relativistie, uni
tary and "crossing symmetric" quantum particle scattering theory, and deriving 
the "propagator" of that theory which connects events as some system within 
the universe evolves. The labels are used to define quantum numbers - dyra-
metrk between "particles" and "antipartides" - that are conserved in connected 
events. The labeled address strings are interpreted as the velocities associated 
with these quantum numbers; by appropriate definition they are measuied in 
units of the limiting velocity V . Since quantum scattering theory associates 
quantum numbers with discrete conserved masses, and 3-momenta conserved in 
evolving systems, we also use the labeled adoress strings to define velocities {in 
units of the limiting velocity) which when multiplied by the appropriate discrete 
masses conserve 3-momentum in the discrete "3+1 space" that our events allow 
us to construct. Since the labels close these quantum numbers and masses mm 

(which it will became the task of the theory to compute self-caosistently) retain 
an invariant significance no matter how long the program runs, or how long and 
large the address string ensembles become. 

The scattering theory on which we rely' s ! starts from three distinguishable 
particles and a linear, unitary quantum dynamics based on relativlstic three-
particle Faddeev equations (which can be viewed as the summation of quantum 
events with appropriate statistical weights). The basic entities for "Yukawa cou
pling" are a particle, an antiparticle (number of particles minus number of eji-
tiparticle conserved), and a quantum (with zero particle quantum number) to 

0 
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which this pair can coalesce, or which can disassociate into the pair; a quantum 

can be rcuiltnd or absorbed by a particle (or anti-particle) without changing the 

particle quantum number. Particles and quanta may carry other conserved quan

tum numbers allowing a definition of "anti-quanta", but there must always be 

one quantum state which carries only null quantum numbers. The "quantum" 

associated with that state is indistinguishable from its "anti-quantum". 

We symbolize any string by Sa - [Lw[l^L),Aa[N)}. Our basic quantum 
number scheme for three linearly independent strings of bit length 4 is given 
in fig. 4 , which meets the requirements set above. Por any address string 
AW[N), the parameter kw = EjL,6™ allows us to define a signed rational frac
tion Pv for each address string by taking 2fcn, = JV(1 + fij); clearly pm <= 
[ -1 , -(^"'J, ,&jj£,+l\. Thus a 3-event initiates a state \N;ka<kb,kc > de
fined by four integers (referring to the address string, and at least two quantum 
numbers each for a, b, and c as discussed above) which specify three scalar ra
tional fractions; these we interpret as velocities in units of the limiting velocity 
c. 

Since the basic discriminations also define the strings Aah = Aa © Ab = Ac ( 
a,b,c cyclic), and hence 0ah = A we conclude that each pair has the same velocity 
as the third, or spectator, system. The three velocities, three pair velocities, and 
three masses provide 9 of the 12 degrees of freedom of the three 4-voctors in a 
conventional description, while the remaining three cannot be specified without 
specific context because our construction has geometrical isotropy. We note that 
the "bar" operation S = lffB®S reverses the sign of all velocities and all quantum 
numbers at the same time. In contrast, if we reverse only the velocities, the 
helicities do not reverse, showing that they are "pseudo-vectors". Our basis states 
have the characteristics needed for "crossing symmetry" and "CPT in variance". 

To obtain the statistical connection between events, we start from our counter 

paradigm, and note that because of the macroscopic size of laboratory counters, 

there will always be some uncertainty A£ in measured velocities, reflected in our 
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integers ka by AJfc = JjVA/J. Thus, if we start with some specified spread of events 

corresponding to laboratory boundary conditions, and tick away, the fraction of 

connected events we need consider diminishes in the manner illustrated in fig. 5 

, Since the "off shell propagator" of quantum scattering theory refers to the 

probability that two states which do not conserve energy will be connected we 

claim that wc could, given more space, conclude from this calculation that the 

propagator is proportional to f g j E ! T i 0 » ) -

Now that we have masses and the limiting velocity, and we know that from 
the hierarchy construction that the simplest unit of mass to use will be either the 
proton or the Planck mass, the only remaining dimensional constant to assign is 
the unit of action, or angular momentum. In previous treatments we have used 
the digital structure of the address strings and velocities to describe a drunkard's 
walk between events weighted by i ( l + 0) with step length hc/E, which implies a 
coherence length h/p and hence the usual relativistic Debroglte phase and group 
velocities. Recent work on discrete topology by McGoveran makes it likely 
that the digital structure also implies the usual relation t-zts = ihtz resulting 
from the "torsion" inherent in defining "distance" in a finite, digital space. Self-
consistent definition of h, h and JT along this route is a formal criterion we hope 
to meet in the near future. 

4 . T H E S T A N D A R D M O D E L 

Wc interpret one dichotomous quantum number for each of the four levels as 
hcSieity. Since Level 1 has only two independent states, and these ore coupled by 
the "bar" operation to the sign of the velocities which they label, we interpret 
these two basis slates as chiral (two component) neutrinos. The next two quan
tum numbers (Level 2) allow for particlc-antiparticle (or "charge") discrimination 
with helicity ± | coupled to two ±1 helicity states and the degenerate (0<, 1-t) zero 
helicity state. We take these to be charged (eptons coupled to a masslcss "spin 
I" quantum, and the associated "coulomb" interaction. If we were constructing 
a "field theory" this would restrict us to the "physical" or "coulomb" gauge. In 
a finite particle number theory with exact unitarity this is not a restriction but 
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a conceptual necessity. 

For Level 3 we concatenate a string of length 4 (interpreted as defining particle 
and hollcity states qi,qi) with a string defining the color oc tet. One way of gelt ing 
the SUz octet from our strings is given in Table 2 (or implied in Figure '1.), For 
color WO could take red = (OOOl), anti-red = (1110); yellow = (0010), anti-yellow 
"(1101); blue = (1100), anti-blue = (0011). Then three colors or three anti-
colors give the color singlet (1111), as do the appropriate combinations of color 
and anti-color. The three basts strings so constructed give us a colored quark and 
the associated gluons. Since a©affla = a, three colored quarks (or anti-quarks) 
add to give a color singlet and yield the spin and hclicity states of a nucleon 
(anti-nucleon). Doubling the first four bits gives us a second flavor of quark, and 
a second nucleon when we form a color suiglet using two of the first type and 
one of the second. Details will be presented elsewhere. Speculatively, since the 
scattering theory employed allows three states of the same mass to combine to 
single state of that mass, we can take both the quark and the nucleon mass to 
be the same; this would mean that quark structure would only appear at the 3 
Gev level, which is desirable if nuclear physics is to continue to use mesons and 
nuclcons as a first approximation. Level four gives us a combinatorial explosion 
of higher generations with the same structure, but only weakly coupled because 
of tfas large number of combinatorial possibilities. 

The final step at this stage in the development of our theory is to set the 

mass ratio scale by invoking the Parker-Rhodes calculation1" As we have 

argued several times, our interpretation of quantum numbers and construction 

o M + 1 "space" allows us to take this over intact, and claim that mvJTne = 
< 1 » , jRwiJ > >t 0 < X < 1; 0 < (l/lf) < 1 where x is the charge in unita of 
t1 s fle/137 and y is the radial distance from the center of symmetry limited from 

below by the minimal radial distance for a system at rest, h/2mpc. The statistical 

calculation is straightforward, and for three degrees of freedom gives < i ( l -

x) > = (3/14)|l + (2/7) + (2/7) a) and < 1/y > = 4/5, Hence rrip/rr^ is predicted 

to be 1836.151497... in comparison with the accepted value of 1836.1515 ±0.0005. 
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Although this result has been published and presented many times, we know of 
no published challenge to the calculation. 

S.CONCXUSIONS 

As we have said before'1', " The idea of a theory as. a theory of construction* 
is valid independent of the "information content" of the theory. In order for a 
research program to succeed, it must create complete understanding in the way 
we have developed the theory. Wh.aU.ver "machinery" is formulated as a theory 
of constructions, the participator idea implicit in the theory structure is necessary 
in order tD understand. 

"In this paper we have proved that by starting from bit strings generated by 
program universe and labeled fay the 2 1 3 7 + 136 strings provided by any repre
sentation of the four-level combinatorial hierarchy one gets an S-matrix theory 
with the usual C, P, T properties, CPT and crossing invariance, manifest covarl-
ance and a candidate to replace quantum field theory by an N-paiticle scattering 
theory which will not be in conflict with practice for some sufficiently large fi
nite N. Arbitrary ("random") choice and non-locality provide the supraliminal 
correlations experimentally demonstrated in EPR. experiments without allowing 
sjpraluminal transmission of information. As is true for any quantum mechanical 
theory, ours stands because of the outcome of Aspect's and similar experiments, 
and would have to fall if these are rejected. We claim to have arrived at an 
objective quantum mechanics with all the needed properties." 
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T a b i c 1 

The combinatorial hierarchy 

I «(C + I) •-• H{() //(£) = 2»<'l - 1 M{1 + 1) = [A/(*)|* C[t) = E j B l f f y ) 
hierarchy 

level (0) 2 (2) 
1 1 ! 3 4 3 
'•! 3 7 tf> 10 
3 7 ]27 256 137 
•t (27 2 I I T - I (256) 1 2 ' " _ , + I 3 7 

Level 5 cannot be c o n s l m c t c d because M{4) < //(-1) 
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Table 2 
The SU3 octet for "I,U,V spin" 

( d W A ) 27* 2UZ 2VK~2{It + Utj\ 
STRING: 1110 +1 +1 +2 

0010 -1 +2 + 1 
1100 +2 -1 + 1 
1111 0 0 0 
0000 a 0 0 

0011 -2 + 1 -1 

1101 +1 -2 -1 

0001 -1 -1 -2 

2IX = 61+62 — 63 — 64 
2VX = -26i + 62 + 263-64 
2V, = - f i t + 26a + 63 - 264 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The relation between knowledge of meaning and knowledge of fact, theory 

and measurement for a research program in physics. 

2. Program Universe. 

3. How events happen in Program Univtrtt. 

4. The quantum numbers for a string (61,62,63,6*) defined by m = Aj — 6j + 

63 — b+ and g2 = 61 + Ai — i j — b^ platted on a. square mesh and Zgi, 2gj, gi + 92 

plotted on a hexagonal mesh. 

5. The connection between the address strings in tick-separated events result
ing from an initial uncertainty in velocity measurement: If k,k? represent 
two values of k allowed by the velocity uncertainty A 0 , and Afc the cor
responding integral uncertainty, the correlated probability of having both, 
normalized to unity when they are the same is f[k, tf) = X^t±U^-k\' w n e r e 

the positive sign corresponds to W > *. The correlated probability of find
ing two values kj-.klp after 7* licks in an event with the same labels and 
same normalization is i/pi.T- This is 1 if Jf = Jfc and JfcJ- = kj-- But outside 
of this specific requirement, we can see that this ratio, written as 

goes to 0* in the large number or sharp resolution limits, thus correlating 

the limits to an ordering depending on the sign of the velocity. 
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PROGRAM UNIVERSE 
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